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1. Motivation

2. Nested regional simulation (NEMO)

3. Coherent internal tide characteristics and sea surface height signature (Bendinger et al., 2023)

Figure 2. (a) Model setup showing the host grid domain (TROPICO12, yellow box) and the nesting grid (CALEDO60, white box) including the bathymetry (shading) and the SWOT CalVal orbit (black transparent lines) 
with the highlighted ground track (red line) that crosses the CALEDO60 domain. (b) Surface mesoscale EKE derived from SSH for CALEDO60; (c)  M2 SSH amplitude (shading) and phase (contour) for) CALEDO60 
showing mainly the barotropic component.

● High-resolution simulation (CALEDO60, 1/60°, 125 vertical levels, current-
feedback, non-linear free surface) embedded in a 1/12° domain
(TROPICO12, Fig.2). 
● Two runs: one with (M2, S2, N2, K1, O1), one without explicit barotropic
tide forcing to study the impact of internal tides on the eddy field (here, we
focus on the tidal run) 
● Ttidal analysis performed on one year of data (2014). 

The New Caledonia area in the South West tropical Pacific ocean is characterized (Fig. 1) by:
• Intense meso/submesocale features (Keppler et al., 2018)
• Hot spots of internal tide generation (Ray and Zaron, 2016)
• A swath SWOT crossing its southern part during the FSP

The modeling approach presented here is a main issue of the SWOTtropics project in addition with the SWOTALIS
cruise detailed in poster XX.

This poster summarized two recent papers, one dedicated to coherent internal tide characteristics and sea surface
height signature (Bendinger et al., 2023), and the second to the tidal incoherence in link with the mesocale activity
(Bendinger et al., submitted)
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donia and in the hot spots of internal tide generation. Internal tide SSH signature is investigated in Sect. 5, in the context of90

SWOT observability. We finish with a summary and discussion in Sect. 6.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Model set-up

The model used in this study is based on the Nucleus for European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO, code version 4.0.6, Madec

and Team) which solves the three-dimensional primitive equations on a staggered Arakawa-C type grid. The model grid con-95

sists of a host grid (TROPICO12) at 1/12� horizontal resolution that spans the Pacific Ocean basin from 142� E - 290� E and

24� N - 46� S (Fig 1a). It features 125 vertical levels with 0.5 m thickness at the surface increasing toward 150 m in the deep

ocean with 75 vertical levels in the upper 1000 m (Fig 1b). In the vertical, the model uses a partial step z-coordinate with a

non-linear free surface.

Further, the model set-up features a horizontal grid refinement (nesting), named CALEDO60, at 1/60� horizontal resolution100

(⇠1.7 km grid-box spacing). In this particular region, it is expected to allow the model to be submesoscale-permitting. The

nesting grid is located in the Southwestern Tropical Pacific from 159.2� E - 172.4� E and 15.7� S - 28.8� S and encompasses

New Caledonia (see Fig. 1a). The nesting was set-up using an Adaptive Grid Refinement In Fortran (AGRIF, Debreu et al.,

2008), a tool explicitly designed for NEMO to set up regional simulations embedded in a pre-defined configuration. AGRIF

enables the two-way lateral boundary coupling between the host and the nesting grid being integrated sequentially during the105
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Figure 1. (a) Model set-up showing the host grid domain (TROPICO12, yellow box) and the nesting grid (CALEDO60, white box) including

the bathymetry (shading), and the SWOT CalVal orbit (black transparent lines) with the highlighted ground track (red line) that crosses the

CALEDO60 domain. (b) TROPICO12/CALEDO60 vertical resolution among 125 vertical levels.
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product south of New Caledonia should be taken with caution since limited observations do not average out the signatures of

ubiquitous mesoscale eddies. Overall, the mean circulation is well simulated, which is essential for the proper description of295

eddy-internal tide interactions being subject to Part II of this study.

3.2 Mesoscale variability

The large-scale circulation around New Caledonia is subject to barotropic and baroclinic instability of horizontally and verti-

cally sheared currents (Qiu and Chen, 2004; Qiu et al., 2008, 2009) giving rise to mesoscale eddy variability. Here, the spatial

pattern of the surface model mesoscale EKE (Fig. 3a) is compared to the mesoscale EKE as observed by satellite altimetry300

(Fig. 3b). We computed the modeled EKE as closely as possible to the altimetric EKE. To do so, we computed the 5-day

mean of the model SSH to eliminate high-frequency variability such as tidal and inertial motions before horizontally binning

the data onto the grid of present-day altimetry (1/4�). For proper comparison between model and altimeter observations, we

also computed the 5-day average for altimetric SSH before the derivation of mesoscale EKE. Mesoscale EKE is maximum

south of New Caledonia where mesoscale activity is expected to be generated through baroclinic instabilities of the vertically305

sheared SEC/SCJ-STCC currents (Qiu et al., 2009; Keppler et al., 2018). Elevated levels of EKE are also found along the

eastern boundary current system between New Caledonia and Vanuatu and in the northwest of the domain through horizontal

shear between the westward NCJ and the eastward Coral Sea Counter Current (Fig. 2, Fig. 3a). The spatial pattern of simulated

EKE is in good agreement with satellite altimetry (Fig. 3b). Maximum levels of EKE in the southern domain where mesoscale

activity is high are essentially lower than in the model (> 250 cm2 s�2 compared to > 400 cm2 s�2). We argue that this can be310

attributed to the present-day two-dimensional gridded satellite altimetry products. They are derived by gridding and optimal

interpolation of available along-track SSH data, projected onto a 1/4�horizontal grid, and do not resolve wavelengths smaller
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Figure 3. Surface mesoscale EKE derived from SSH for (a) CALEDO60 and (b) CMEMS altimeter products and averaged for the period

2014-2018. Currents are labeled as in Fig. 2.
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Figue1: M2 stationnary
tide amplitude ( shading,
Ray and Zaron, 2016)
superimposed on a
snapshot of mesoscale
eddies from AVISO
(white contours). In red,
the swath SWOT
crossing the southern
Caledonia area during
the Fast Sampling
Phase.
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Figure 5. Barotropic M2 SSH amplitude (shading) and phase (contour) for (a) TROPICO12 and (c) CALEDO60 based on a 1-year (2014)

harmonic analysis (assuming that the model SSH is dominated by the barotropic tide) and in comparison to the global tide atlas FES2014 for

(b) TROPICO12 and (d) CALEDO60. The insets in (a) and (b) indicate the location of the CALEDO60 domain.

between the barotropic and baroclinic tide through the projection onto vertical modes. Therefore, we treat the full-model SSH as

a proxy for the barotropic tide. For the sake of consistency, we do similarly for CALEDO60. The M2 tide of TROPICO12 (Fig.

5a) and CALEDO60 (Fig. 5c) are in overall accordance with FES2014 (Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d, respectively). The amphidromic

points are well located and amplitudes of SSH are of the same order of magnitude. Note that the modulations at shorter330

wavelengths in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d are attributed to the baroclinic SSH signature which are presented at later stage in Sect. 6.1.

3.5 Stratification

Finally, in order to study internal tide dynamics, a correct representation of the ocean’s stratification is essential. Internal tide

express inter alia in the vertical displacement of isopycnal surfaces (Arbic et al., 2018) which can be decomposed by a sum of335

discrete baroclinic modes that only depend on buoyancy frequency and water depth (cf Sect. 2.2.1). We compare the vertical

hydrographic structure of CALEDO60 with a hydrographic climatology (CARS2009, cf Sect. 2.3.1). The model mean density

was horizontally binned to the climatological grid (1/2�), whereas the climatological density was vertically interpolated onto

the model grid. The water masses (not shown) and buoyancy frequency profiles correspond well with each other. An example

of such comparison is illustrated by looking at a stratification profile south of New Caledonia (166� E, 26� S, Fig. 6a). The340

maximum stratification around 100 m depth is slightly reduced in the model compared to climatology. This is attributed to a

reduced salinity maximum in the thermocline in the model (not shown). The normalized modal structures for the four lowest

14

et al., 2020, 2022; Vergara et al., 2022, and many more).

Here the objective is to describe for two given transects in tidal beam direction (red lines in Fig. 13a) the SSH signature with510

regard to the different dynamics that are separated in terms of frequency bands: subinertial frequencies (! < f , SSHsubinertial )

for meso- and submesoscale dynamics, superinertial frequencies (! > f , SSHsuperinertial ) for internal gravity waves while
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Figure 13. CALEDO60 M2 SSH amplitude for (a) mode 1 and (b) mode 2 in comparison with the empirical estimates of the High Resolution

Empirical Tide (HRET) model for (c) mode 1 and (d) mode 2. Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as in Fig. 7. Annually aver-

aged SSH wavenumber spectra for two transects (e) north and (f) south of New Caledonia, denoted (i) and (ii) respectively in (a) (red lines).

SSH spectra are presented for the altimetry-like SSH (corrected for the barotropic tide, SSH , black) with regard to the different dynamics

that are separated in terms of frequency bands: subinertial (! < f , SSHsubinertial , white) for meso- and submesoscale dynamics, superinertial

frequencies (! > f , SSHsuperinertial , solid red) for internal gravity waves decomposed into the coherent (SSHcoh , blue) internal tide and

supertidal frequencies (! > 1/10 h, SSHsupertidal , gray). The altimetry-like SSH corrected for both the barotropic and baroclinic tide and

filtered for motions at superinertial frequencies (SSHcorr_superinertial , dashed red) is also given. The characteristic wavenumber slopes k�2

and k�4 are represented by the dotted black lines encompassing the mesoscale band (70-250 km, vertical dotted black lines). The transition

scale Lt (i.e. where SSHsuperinertial > SSHsubinertial ) and the transition scale corrected for SSHcoh (Lcorr
t , i.e. where SSHcorr_superinertial

> SSHsubinertial ) for the annually averaged SSH spectra are specified by the red colored numbers. The right panels of (e) and (f) show the

monthly evolution of Lt (solid) and Lcorr
t (dashed).
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et al., 2020, 2022; Vergara et al., 2022, and many more).

Here the objective is to describe for two given transects in tidal beam direction (red lines in Fig. 13a) the SSH signature with510

regard to the different dynamics that are separated in terms of frequency bands: subinertial frequencies (! < f , SSHsubinertial )

for meso- and submesoscale dynamics, superinertial frequencies (! > f , SSHsuperinertial ) for internal gravity waves while
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Figure 13. CALEDO60 M2 SSH amplitude for (a) mode 1 and (b) mode 2 in comparison with the empirical estimates of the High Resolution

Empirical Tide (HRET) model for (c) mode 1 and (d) mode 2. Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as in Fig. 7. Annually aver-

aged SSH wavenumber spectra for two transects (e) north and (f) south of New Caledonia, denoted (i) and (ii) respectively in (a) (red lines).

SSH spectra are presented for the altimetry-like SSH (corrected for the barotropic tide, SSH , black) with regard to the different dynamics

that are separated in terms of frequency bands: subinertial (! < f , SSHsubinertial , white) for meso- and submesoscale dynamics, superinertial

frequencies (! > f , SSHsuperinertial , solid red) for internal gravity waves decomposed into the coherent (SSHcoh , blue) internal tide and

supertidal frequencies (! > 1/10 h, SSHsupertidal , gray). The altimetry-like SSH corrected for both the barotropic and baroclinic tide and

filtered for motions at superinertial frequencies (SSHcorr_superinertial , dashed red) is also given. The characteristic wavenumber slopes k�2

and k�4 are represented by the dotted black lines encompassing the mesoscale band (70-250 km, vertical dotted black lines). The transition

scale Lt (i.e. where SSHsuperinertial > SSHsubinertial ) and the transition scale corrected for SSHcoh (Lcorr
t , i.e. where SSHcorr_superinertial

> SSHsubinertial ) for the annually averaged SSH spectra are specified by the red colored numbers. The right panels of (e) and (f) show the

monthly evolution of Lt (solid) and Lcorr
t (dashed).
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4.4 Regional overview of tidal energy propagation and dissipation

The propagation of baroclinic tidal energy expresses mainly by two predominant tidal beams that emerge from the North (1)

and South (2) domains (Fig. 11a). They are 100-200 km in width, feature magnitudes well above 20 kW m�1 (locally up to

30 kW m�1) near the respective generation sites, but propagate not more than 800 km toward the open ocean. In contrast to the455

southern tidal beam that propagates from its generation site at the Pines Ridge southwestward and northeastward (though the

northeastward beam is more limited), the northern tidal beam mainly propagates northeastward. This is attributed to the energy

conversion that is confined to the shelf break east of the Grand Passage, whereas the Grand Passage itself is subject to only

minor energy conversion (not shown). Tidal beams also emerge from the Norfolk Ridge (3) and Loyalty Ridge (4). However,

they are overall less pronounced and smaller in magnitude (5 kW m�1).460

The rather quick attenuation of baroclinic energy, shown by the high dissipation rates (residual between baroclinic energy flux

divergence and conversion) is particularly evident in the hot spot regions (Fig. 9 and Fig. 11b). Our model results show that

the fraction of coherent internal tides that loses energy locally (q =Dbc/C) is elevated in our study area (⇠50 %) compared to

36 % and 20 % for the Luzon Strait (Kerry et al., 2013) and the Hawaiian Ridge (Carter et al., 2008), respectively. Potential fac-

tors that may contribute to this loss of energy will be discussed later in Sect. 6.2, and are further explored in Part II of this study.465
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Figure 11. (a) M2 coherent energy flux (shading) including flux vectors. (b) M2 coherent energy dissipation (residual between the energy

flux divergence and conversion). Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as in Fig. 7.

21
4. Incoherent internal tide in link with the mesoscale activity (Bendinger et al., to be submitted)
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Figure 12. (a) Snapshot of the 5-day mean depth-integrated semidiurnal incoherent energy flux (shading) overlaid by the associated snapshot

of the mesoscale eddy field from January 31 2014, i.e. geostrophic velocities vectors and sea level anomaly (SLA) contours (solid: SLA >0,

dashed: SLA < 0). Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as in Fig. 1b. (b) M2 barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion anomaly

(shading) for April 2014 relative to the coherent conversion term obtained from the annual tidal analysis overlaid by a representative snapshot

of the 5-day mean mesoscale eddy field (see (a) for description) from 26 April 2014. (c) Monthly M2 baroclinic pressure amplitude at the

ocean bottom pbc(�H ) and the mesoscale EKE averaged for the Pines Ridge region (red box). Also shown is the monthly M2 depth-

integrated baroclinic flux divergence rFbc integrated over the Pines Ridge region.
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Figure 12. (a) Snapshot of the 5-day mean depth-integrated semidiurnal incoherent energy flux (shading) overlaid by the associated snapshot

of the mesoscale eddy field from January 31 2014, i.e. geostrophic velocities vectors and sea level anomaly (SLA) contours (solid: SLA >0,

dashed: SLA < 0). Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as in Fig. 1b. (b) M2 barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion anomaly

(shading) for April 2014 relative to the coherent conversion term obtained from the annual tidal analysis overlaid by a representative snapshot

of the 5-day mean mesoscale eddy field (see (a) for description) from 26 April 2014. (c) Monthly M2 baroclinic pressure amplitude at the

ocean bottom pbc(�H ) and the mesoscale EKE averaged for the Pines Ridge region (red box). Also shown is the monthly M2 depth-

integrated baroclinic flux divergence rFbc integrated over the Pines Ridge region.
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B Tidal incoherence – driven by mesoscale eddy 
variability

7

Decompose the baroclinic tidal energy into the coherent (phase-locked) and incoherent (non-phased) signal. 

In terms of the depth-integrated semidiurnal energy Kux (following Buijsman et al. 2017):

Bendinger et al. (2023) ready for 

submission to Ocean Science

Total Coherent Incoherent

In the annual mean, the total 
energy Kux is to a large part 
explained by the coherent tide.

Incoherent tide increases in 
importance with increasing 
distance to the generation site in 
the far-*eld.

Tidal incoherence is elevated  
south of New Caledonia linked 
to increased mesoscale eddy 
activity.
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Figure 8. (a) M2 barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion including barotropic energy flux vectors and the full-domain area integral of the
barotropic energy flux divergence (rFbt), barotropic energy dissipation (Dbt), barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion (C), baroclinic energy
flux divergence (rFbc), and baroclinic energy dissipation (Dbc) in gigawatts (GW). Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as
in Fig. 7. Histograms of the regional area-integrated conversion (total baroclinic and four lowest modes) as a function of generation depth
divided into 100 m depth bins for (b) North (1), (c) South (2), (d) Norfolk Ridge (3), and (e) Loyalty Ridge (4). The 25th, 50th, and 90th
percentiles as well as the normalized cumulative fraction are also shown.

since it is subject to the most intense energy conversion with
a total of 3.92 GW (Fig. 9b), primarily in depths shallower
than 500 m (Fig. 8c). Further, local dissipation is essentially
higher than in the North (1) domain.

Norfolk Ridge (3) exhibits different bathymetric charac-
teristics. It is defined as the > 100 km wide north–south-
stretching ridge between 24.5 and 28.5� S. It is dominated by
subcritical slopes at depths > 1000 m (Fig. 7c) and also fea-
tures steep (critical) slopes at mid-depths (400–700 m) which
are mostly associated with seamounts. It is mainly charac-
terized by energy conversion at subcritical slopes peaking at
depths in the range 1000–2000 m with the 50th percentile
at around 1500 m and the 90th percentile below 2000 m
(Fig. 8d). Similarly to South (2), approximately half (53 %)
of the converted baroclinic energy (2.04 GW) is dissipated
locally (1.07 GW), while the other half (47 %) is radiated
away (0.96 GW, Fig. 9c).

Loyalty Ridge (4) is a deep and narrow ridge composed
of seamounts and guyots (Pelletier, 2007). These seamounts
and guyots are located between 1000 and 2000 m depth,
but deeper ones are also found between 2500 and 3000 m.
They are characterized by supercritical and critical slopes,
respectively (Fig. 7b–c). It features the most efficient en-
ergy conversion from the barotropic to baroclinic tide. Of the
1.28 GW that is lost by the barotropic tide, only 0.31 GW
(24 %) is directly lost through bottom friction (Fig. 9d).
The area-integrated baroclinic energy accounts for 0.97 GW,
45 % of which dissipates within the region (0.44 GW) and
55 % leaves the domain (0.53 GW).

Most of the tidal energy conversion discussed above is
dominated by mode 1, explaining 75 %, 84 %, and 76 % for

North (1), South (2), and Norfolk Ridge (3), respectively
(Fig. 9a–c). In these, regions, mode 2 (7 %–12 %) and mode
3 (4 %–6 %) contribute little to the total baroclinic energy
conversion. Loyalty Ridge (4) represents an exception with
notable contributions of higher vertical modes: 43 %, 31 %,
11 %, and 6 % associated with mode 1 through mode 4, re-
spectively (Fig. 9d).

These findings are partly consistent with the literature. In
shallow depth ranges, the tidal energy conversion is expected
to be largest for mode 1 (Falahat et al., 2014). Also, we ex-
pect mode 1 to be dominant for steep, tall, narrow struc-
tures such as in the North (1) and South (2) domains, sim-
ilarly found for the Hawaiian Ridge (Laurent et al., 2003;
Laurent and Nash, 2004). In the case of a deeper ocean bot-
tom with small-scale bathymetric structures, such as Loyalty
Ridge (4), higher modes are expected to become more impor-
tant. The general presence of critical and subcritical slopes
suggests a superposition of numerous vertical modes form-
ing beams (Gerkema, 2001; Balmforth et al., 2002; Legg
and Huijts, 2006). Nevertheless, we did not find any clear
relationship between the bathymetric slope and excitement
of vertical modes. The high dissipation rates in South (2)
and Norfolk Ridge (3) could be explained by the successive
bathymetric obstacles encountered by the internal-tide beams
emanating from the generation spots with low modes scat-
tered to higher modes before being dissipated locally (La-
haye et al., 2020). Surprisingly, the fraction of energy dis-
sipation around Loyalty Ridge (4) is slightly reduced even
though higher vertical modes are generated, which should
imply more local dissipation.

https://doi.org/10.5194/os-19-1315-2023 Ocean Sci., 19, 1315–1338, 2023

Figure 3: (a) M2 barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion including barotropic energy flux vectors and the full-domain
area integral of the barotropic energy flux divergence (∇Fbt), barotropic energy dissipation (Dbt), barotropic-to-
baroclinic conversion (C), baroclinic energy flux divergence (∇Fbc), and baroclinic energy dissipation (Dbc) in
gigawatts (GW). (b) M2 coherent energy flux (shading) including flux vectors.. (c) CALEDO60 M2 SSH amplitude
for mode 1.

Figure 4. SSH wavenumber spectra (black) with regard
to the different dynamics: mesoscale and
submesoscale dynamics (ω < f, subinertial, white),
internal gravity waves (ω > f, superinertial, solid red)
decomposed into the coherent internal-tide component
(blue) and supertidal frequencies (ω > 1/10 h, grey) for
(a) the transect (i) and (b) the transect (ii). The SSH
spectra corrected for the baroclinic tide and filtered for
motions at superinertial frequencies
(SSHcorr_superinertial, dashed red) is also given.

et al., 2020, 2022; Vergara et al., 2022, and many more).

Here the objective is to describe for two given transects in tidal beam direction (red lines in Fig. 13a) the SSH signature with510

regard to the different dynamics that are separated in terms of frequency bands: subinertial frequencies (! < f , SSHsubinertial )

for meso- and submesoscale dynamics, superinertial frequencies (! > f , SSHsuperinertial ) for internal gravity waves while
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Figure 13. CALEDO60 M2 SSH amplitude for (a) mode 1 and (b) mode 2 in comparison with the empirical estimates of the High Resolution

Empirical Tide (HRET) model for (c) mode 1 and (d) mode 2. Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as in Fig. 7. Annually aver-

aged SSH wavenumber spectra for two transects (e) north and (f) south of New Caledonia, denoted (i) and (ii) respectively in (a) (red lines).

SSH spectra are presented for the altimetry-like SSH (corrected for the barotropic tide, SSH , black) with regard to the different dynamics

that are separated in terms of frequency bands: subinertial (! < f , SSHsubinertial , white) for meso- and submesoscale dynamics, superinertial

frequencies (! > f , SSHsuperinertial , solid red) for internal gravity waves decomposed into the coherent (SSHcoh , blue) internal tide and

supertidal frequencies (! > 1/10 h, SSHsupertidal , gray). The altimetry-like SSH corrected for both the barotropic and baroclinic tide and

filtered for motions at superinertial frequencies (SSHcorr_superinertial , dashed red) is also given. The characteristic wavenumber slopes k�2

and k�4 are represented by the dotted black lines encompassing the mesoscale band (70-250 km, vertical dotted black lines). The transition

scale Lt (i.e. where SSHsuperinertial > SSHsubinertial ) and the transition scale corrected for SSHcoh (Lcorr
t , i.e. where SSHcorr_superinertial

> SSHsubinertial ) for the annually averaged SSH spectra are specified by the red colored numbers. The right panels of (e) and (f) show the

monthly evolution of Lt (solid) and Lcorr
t (dashed).
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Figure 13. CALEDO60 M2 SSH amplitude for (a) mode 1 and (b) mode 2 in comparison with the empirical estimates of the High Resolution
Empirical Tide (HRET) model for (c) mode 1 and (d) mode 2. Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as in Fig. 7. Annually
averaged SSH wavenumber spectra for two transects (e) north and (f) south of New Caledonia, denoted (i) and (ii), respectively, in (a) (red
lines). SSH spectra are presented for the altimetry-like SSH (corrected for the barotropic tide, SSH, black) with regard to the different dy-
namics that are separated in terms of frequency bands: subinertial (! < f , SSHsubinertial, white) for mesoscale and submesoscale dynamics,
as well as superinertial frequencies (! > f , SSHsubinertial, solid red) for internal gravity waves decomposed into the coherent (SSHcoh,
blue) internal-tide and supertidal frequencies (! > 1/10 h, SSHsupertidal, gray). The altimetry-like SSH corrected for both the barotropic
and baroclinic tide and filtered for motions at superinertial frequencies (SSHcorr_superinertial, dashed red) is also given. The characteristic
wavenumber slopes k

�2 and k
�4 are represented by the dotted black lines encompassing the mesoscale band (70–250 km, vertical dotted

black lines). The transition scale Lt (i.e., where SSHsuperinertial > SSHsubinertial) and the transition scale corrected for SSHcoh (Lcorr
t , i.e.,

where SSHcorr_superinertial > SSHsubinertial) for the annually averaged SSH spectra are specified by the red numbers. The right sub-panels
in (e) and (f) show the temporal evolution of Lt (solid) and L

corr
t (dashed). These are computed similarly to the annually averaged SSH

spectra above (i.e. SSHcorr_superinertial is still corrected for the annual coherent tide), but are determined by the monthly averaged spectra of
SSHsuperinertial / SSHcorr_superinertial and SSHsubinertial.

internal tide may improve the observability to well below
100 km.

6 Summary and discussion

Prominent topographic structures such as oceanic ridges,
continental shelf breaks, seamounts, and island chains give
rise to major internal-tide formation in large parts of the
Pacific Ocean (Niwa and Hibiya, 2001). The majority of
recent studies on internal tides focused mainly on two re-
gions: the Luzon Strait (e.g., Niwa and Hibiya, 2004; Alford
et al., 2011; Kerry et al., 2013) and the Hawaiian Ridge (e.g.,
Merrifield and Holloway, 2002; Zaron and Egbert, 2006;
Carter et al., 2008). Here, we present for the first time the
internal-tide dynamics around New Caledonia in the south-
western tropical Pacific Ocean using the output of a tailored

high-resolution regional numerical model. Being subject to
strong internal tides and elevated mesoscale eddy activity,
New Caledonia represents an area of high interest for the
upcoming SWOT altimeter mission to evaluate observabil-
ity of mesoscale and submesoscale dynamics in the presence
of unbalanced motion at wavelengths of similar scale. This is
primarily true for the SWOT fast sampling phase, when the
satellite sampled this region of interest every day. In this con-
text, a dedicated field campaign (SWOTALIS, March–April
2023) was carried out in the framework of the SWOT–AdAC
program (Morrow et al., 2019; d’Ovidio et al., 2019). The
model results we obtained provide new and key information
for the New Caledonia study region, but also more globally
for the understanding of the generation and life cycle of inter-
nal tides. We were also able to gain insights into SWOT ob-
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Figure 5. (a) The incoherent semidiurnal baroclinic energy flux
is expressed as the ratio to the total semidiurnal internal tide.
Regions with a total semidiurnal energy flux of <1.5 kW m−1
are masked. (b) Total semidiurnal energy flux and the ratio of
the coherent/incoherent tide to the total tide as a function of
distance to the generation site and averaged for the red box as
indicated in (a).

  

(b)

(c)

Figure 12. (a) Snapshot of the 5-day mean depth-integrated semidiurnal incoherent energy flux (shading) overlaid by the associated snapshot

of the mesoscale eddy field from January 31 2014, i.e. geostrophic velocities vectors and sea level anomaly (SLA) contours (solid: SLA >0,

dashed: SLA < 0). Bathymetry contours and the black boxes are given as in Fig. 1b. (b) M2 barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion anomaly

(shading) for April 2014 relative to the coherent conversion term obtained from the annual tidal analysis overlaid by a representative snapshot

of the 5-day mean mesoscale eddy field (see (a) for description) from 26 April 2014. (c) Monthly M2 baroclinic pressure amplitude at the

ocean bottom pbc(�H ) and the mesoscale EKE averaged for the Pines Ridge region (red box). Also shown is the monthly M2 depth-

integrated baroclinic flux divergence rFbc integrated over the Pines Ridge region.
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Figure 6. (a) Snapshot of the 5-day mean semidiurnal incoherent energy flux (shading) overlaid by the
associated snapshot of the mesoscale eddy field from January 31 2014. (b) M2 barotropic/baroclinic
conversion anomaly (shading) for April 2014 overlaid by a representative snapshot of the 5-day mean
mesoscale eddy field from 26 April 2014. The monthly baroclinic pressure amplitude at the ocean bottom
averaged for the red box as well as the mesoscale EKE are also shown in the inlet of (b).

5. Perspective (Bendinger et al., in preparation) This work is a first modeling approach to characterize internal tide dynamics around New Caledonia. The results will be usefully
confronted to in-situ observations from the SWOTALIS experiment (See SWOTROPICS poster). But a preliminary study based on a
glider experiment is underway (Fig. 7) showing the good consistency between model results and observations.
In addition, comparing simulations with and without tidal forcing will help understand how tides impact the meso and submesoscale
fields, and the forward and inverse energy cascades among spatial scales (Fib.8).
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Figure 5. Total semidiurnal amplitude for (a) glider observations and (b) full-model glider

simulation. (c) Reference dataset for coherent semidiurnal amplitude deduced from the regional

model’s harmonic analysis. (d) Same than (c) but for mode 1. (d-f) Same than (a-d) but for the

semidiurnal phase. Hatches in (a-b) and (e-f) represent areas where the semidiurnal fit explains

less than 10 % of the total variance.

in early September and from mid-to-end of October, also visible in the depth-integrated337

semidiurnal energy flux (Figure 1).338

Glider observations and glider simulation with identical sampling in the given pe-339

riod show a striking similarity in the spatio-temporal variability. This concerns specif-340

ically the location, the magnitude, and the vertical structure/extent of the tidal beams341

(Figure 5a,e for the glider observations and Figure 5b,f for the glider simulation). The342

glider observations appear to be to a large extent of coherent nature when taking the343

model coherent semidiurnal internal tide based on the full-calendar year harmonic anal-344

ysis as ground truth (Figure 5c,g). This is remarkable considering that the sinusoidal345

regression is applied on windows of 3 days length. Further, the coherent tide is largely346

dominated by mode 1 (Figure 5d). Interestingly, the glider observations are of more co-347

herent nature than the glider simulation. From a qualitative point of view, the comple-348

mentary approach of both in-situ observations and numerical model output shows that349

glider observations can indeed serve as a platform to observe tidal motion south of New350

Caledonia. In the meantime, the glider observations provide a valuable dataset to as-351

sess the realistic simulation of internal tide dynamics in the regional model. It stands352

out the numerical model is capable to partly reproduce the three-dimensional field of high-353

frequency motion.354

Whatsoever, glider observations and glider simulation are subject to discrepancies.355

Di↵erences are most evident mid-August and early October. During these periods, we356

find strong tidal signatures in the glider simulation expressed by elevated amplitudes of357

–11–
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Bendinger et al. (in preparation)

How does tidal forcing modulate the meso- & submesoscale 
in spectral space?

horizontal 
advection term

 → unit =[W m ² km ¹]⁻ ⁻

 → K – isotropic wavenumber 

Tidal forcing shifts 
transition scale 
between forward and 
inverse energy cascade 
to larger scales in 
winter months

Tidal forcing appears to 
enhance both forward 
and inverse energy 
cascade during summer 
months

Brian Arbic

Ongoing work
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Figure 7. (a) The glider track south of New Caledonia superimposed on the depth-integrated semidiurnal energy flux. Semidiurnal
amplitude for (b) glider observations and (c) coherent semidiurnal amplitude deduced from the model. (Bendinger et al., in preparation).
Figure 8: Wavenumber spectra for energy flux for the simulations with (line) and without (dash) tides giving evidence of direct and inverse
energy cascade depending on the seasons and illustrating impacts of tides. (Bendinger et al., in preparation)7a

7b

7c 8

b

b c

4. a

4. b

5. a 5. b

6. a 6. b

- 15.27 GW of barotropic tidal energy is transferred to baroclinic tidal energy (Fig. 3).
- Baroclinic energy is generated in shallow waters above 500 m depth and on critical to supercritical slopes,

highlighting the limitations of linear semi-analytical models in those areas
- Baroclinic tidal energy flux expressed mainly two predominant tidal beams (North (1) and South (2))
- South (2) is located under the swath SWOT.
- The M2 SSH amplitude may reach more than 6 cm

- Balance and unbalanced regimes are delineated
by the transition scale (Lt) defined as the
intersection of subinertial and superinertial spectra.

- For scales smaller than 200 km, SSH variance is
governed by superinertial processes, which are
largely dominated by the coherent internal tide
(Fig. 4).

- The correction of the total SSH for the coherent
internal tide reduces Lt from 204 km to 92 km for
North (I) and from 163 to 83 fort South (II).

- Incoherent internal tide is presented as the ratio to the total semidiurnal energy flux (Fig. 5a).
- North eastward tidal beams emerging from North (1) and South (2) are largely coherent.
- Along the Southwestward tidal beam emerging from South (2) the incoherent part explains about

25 % of the total semidiurnal signal beyond 200 km distance to the generation site (0 km), before
being dominant at > 500 km distance (Fig. 5b).

- Incoherent energy levels are clearly linked with mesoscale eddies (Fig. 6a).
- Negative conversion anomaly governed by baroclinic pressure amplitude variations clearly coincides with

the passage of a mesoscale eddy which expresses by elevated levels of EKE (Fig. 6b).


